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Dead agents criminal minds

will not go. The pair are tracking Delan soon. The child is attending a boarding school and doing well. Derek sees him for two May be interested For an enemy of Doyle in exchange for money/money. Doyle gives Emily a list of people who are one). Associated with Chloe and B). May want to see her harm. Garcia quickly shows that one name on the list, Lachlan McDermott, stands atop others. Doyle
murdered Lochlan's brother — and Lochlan now owns a warehouse in Baltimore, Maryland. At bingo.CUT warehouse, where they find Gerace shot and killed. He was dead weight, says Khichdi. She thinks she's going to get more for the baby without her. Flash Forward. Reid is questioned by Cramer for bringing the idea of taking Doyle to Lochlan — with the possibility of an exchange for Declan in mind.
Reid, who shows us the BAU team has not requested reinstatement, vehemently defends his decision (for Reid). Calm down, agent! Bark Cramer. Reid responds: It's cool and it's the 'Doctor.' Flashback to Reid convincing Emily To Take Doyle on the Road . Emily then turns to Strauss, who protests. I'm sure without this move there's a really good chance that the little boy is going to die, Emily says. Strauss
was lenient. The team and Doyle then go to an airfield connected to Lachlan, who is aboard a private jet with Chloe and Declan. Hotch gets on megaphone: We'll give you Ian Doyle and send you the boy out! Chloe Objects ... So Lachlan shoots him. He then pulls Declan out and onto the tarmac. Emily and Reid escort Doyle to Lachlan. Just then, an injured Chloe emerges from the plane, firing her weapon.
Lachlan has been killed dead. Doyle is shot in the neck. He reaches out to touch his son's hand.. । And dies. Case closed ... But the episode is not. It's time for Senator Cramer to level his decision. He dismissed all except Emily, who passionately argued for her team. The speech is dominated by Cramer. The suspension is listed for all, but they can continue to work together. However, the team will be
closely watched. The team later gathered at the BAE headquarters. Emily is back. JJ is back. Everything is good again. At the same time.
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